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September 28, 2017 

 

Elizabeth Loder, MD, MPH 

Head of research, The BMJ 

 

Dear Dr. Loder, 

Please find enclosed our revised manuscript entitled “The Impact of Financial Incentives on 

Early and Late Adopters among U.S. Hospitals: Observational Study (Manuscript ID 

BMJ.2017.039039).” We appreciate the issues raised by the reviewers and the editors and are 

grateful for the opportunity to respond. Below are the comments we received from the editor 

and reviewers (in italics) and our responses (in bold). 

 

We believe that the editor and reviewer comments were very helpful and addressing them has 

strengthened the manuscript, and we hope you agree. If there are any further issues or 

concerns that we can address, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Ashish Jha, MD, MPH 

 

Ashish Jha, MD, MPH  
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Response to Editor and Reviewers: 

 

Editorial Committee Comments: 

**Report from The BMJ’s manuscript committee meeting** 

 

Manuscript meeting 06.07.2017 

Elizabeth Loder (chair), Rafael Perera (stats), Georg Roeggla, Tiago Villanueva, Daoxin Yin, John 

Fletcher 

Decision: Ask for Revision 

 

The committee was interested in the topic of your research. The following concerns were mentioned: 

 

•       This topic is definitely of high interest in the US. Is this equally relevant in other parts of the 

world? Please provide some international context. 

 

Thank you for your consideration of our work.  We sincerely appreciate the opportunity to 

respond and strengthen our work.   

 

The use of financial incentives to improve the quality of health care is common across the OECD 

countries and is increasingly being used in low and middle income countries as well.  The US and 

the UK are probably the furthest ahead but other countries are closely tracking the experiences 

of these two countries to shed light on what they might do.  We now have added the relevance of 

this work to a broader global audience in the first paragraph of the introduction.   

 

The committee did not understand a couple of things: 

 

•       When did the financial incentives cease/start? 

 

We apologize for not making this clearer.  The Premier Hospital Quality Incentive 

Demonstration (HQID) ran from 2003 till 2009 and the national Hospital Value-Based 

Purchasing (VBP) has been in place since 2011, following the passage of the Affordable Care Act 

(ACA). We initially incorporated this information in the Statistical Analysis section.  We have 

now added this information to the introduction as well.   

 

•       How is the process measure generated - this will need adding? 

 

The process score used in this study is the measure that CMS uses to determine the process score 

of hospitals. These clinical process scores assess (Ryan et al., 2009) whether “what is known to be 

‘good’ medical care has been applied” (Donabedian, 1966). These process measures indicate 

whether or not a health care provider gives recommended care to patients with a particular 

condition (Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services, 2017). We have added this information 

to the Methods section. 

 

•       The difference in difference can be used to compare trends. We have seen it used the other way 

around (within and then between). We think the approach you used is numerically the same but would 

be good to clarify. 
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Thank you for bringing up this important point. As the editors anticipated, comparing the 

change over time in early adopters to the change over time in the late adopters is numerically 

the same as comparing the difference between early and late adopters in one period to the 

difference between the early and late adopters in a different period.  To better illustrate this 

point, see below for a simple mathematical equation. 

 

Within difference first: 

 (Late adopters T3 – Late adopters T2) – (Early Adopters T3- Early Adopters T2) = 

  Late adopters T3 – Late adopters T2 – Early Adopters T3 + Early Adopters T2

  

Between difference first: 

(Late adopters T3 – Early Adopters T3) – (Late Adopters T2 – Early Adopters T2) = 

  Late adopters T3 – Early adopters T2 – Early Adopters T3 + Early Adopters T2 

 

 

•       Conclusions: seems you found no difference between groups but not that the incentives have had 

no effect on mortality. It is unclear as this effect could be the same for both early and late adopters. 

 

Thank you for this important point. We agree and have now updated the manuscript 

accordingly: “We found that hospitals that have been under financial incentives for more than a 

decade have not been able to reduce patient mortality more than the late adopters, which had 

only been under financial incentives for less than three years.” Additionally, prior work by our 

group, published in BMJ, found that late adopters had no benefit over non-adopters of 

incentives.  Taken together, this study is strong evidence that incentives seem to have no impact 

on mortality.   

 

•       Full matching is restrictive but potentially ok. Did you take this into account for the model or just 

create each dataset and model separately? 

 

The matching was performed separately for each outcome measure.  We have added this to the 

Methods section. A more detailed description is provided in Appendix 4. 

 

** Comments from the external peer reviewers** 

 

Reviewer: 1 

Recommendation: 

Comments: 

 

Originality 

Very few well-founded studies on value-based performance for financing hospitals without 

missmatching have been undertaken and published. Pay for performance (PFP)/value-based payment 

(VBP) is a major issue in financing of health care.  

 

Real life effects including spill-over effects have seldom been scientifically investigated. In addition, 

there is only a very small number of studies with innovative methodological approaches as this study 

presents. Illucidating the real effects of VBP/PFP is urgently needed. Novel approaches contribute to 

clarify real benefit and harm of VBP/PFP. 

 

No study has yet examined whether early adopters of PFP outperform late adopters of PFP. 
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Especially noteworthy are the findings of the authors of this article on the difference between early 

and late adopters of PFP. 

 

Importance 

It is justified for this journal to consider this article for publication. 

The article is especially pertinent to policy makers and clinicians, but also to the general reader. 

 

Scientific reliability 

The overall design of the study is well conceived. 

The research questions are clearly stated and answered appropriately. Participants, hospitals and 

patients studied are adequately described. 

 

Thank you for your thoughtful review and comments.  

 

For better understanding, I suggest the authors provide additional information on the number of 

identified hospitals, just as in table 1a, before and after matching early and late adopters (233/2469 

and 214/975, respectively). Please describe how the identified hospitals differ from the hospitals not-

identified. Additional information on age and status of the insured patients in the hospitals could be 

helpful, such as the average number of medicare patients, the ratio of medicare and non-medicare 

insured patients, data on the average age of the medicare and non-medicare patients. The authors 

controlled for age, sex, ethnicity and comorbidities (table 1b). Please add in table 1b that the 

information for sex, race and comorbidities is given in percent. 

 

We now show how identified (matched) hospitals are different from the hospitals not identified 

(not matched) in the last column of table 1a. We further agree with the reviewer that the 

requested additional information is important and so have now added the available information 

into Table 1a: the percentage of Medicare patients, the ratio of Medicare – Non Medicare 

patients and the average age of Medicare patients. We were not able to add the average age of 

Non Medicare patients since we do not have their data. We have further added in Table 1b that 

the information is given in percentages. 

 

Methods 

The methods are adequately described and open to scrutiny. The method how bias is addressed and 

reduced is clearly laid out. The statistical analyses are adequate, well-thought out and scientifically 

established. 

 

The selection of the characteristics of the hospitals is reasonable (table 1). The authors should provide 

evidence for their choice by citing relevant publications. 

 

Thank you for bringing this to our attention.  First, we included the characteristics of hospitals 

that are collected by the American Hospital Association annual survey (American Hospital 

Assocation, 2017). These have been collected and tracked for many years and remain important 

structural characteristics of different hospitals.  Second, prior work has shown that different 

hospital types are important to consider when examining patient outcomes under pay-for-

performance programs. For example, one prior study from members of our team (Figueroa et 

al. 2016) showed that large hospitals, teaching hospitals, and hospitals with intensive-care units 

tend to incur more financial penalties under pay-for-performance programs in the U.S. This is 

likely due to the fact that these types of hospitals are more likely to care for medically complex 
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patients that are not adequately accounted for in current risk-adjustment models. Therefore, in 

order to account for these differences, we included and adjusted for these hospital 

characteristics. We have added both sources to the Methods section and added a short 

explanation regarding the findings from Figueroa et al.  

 

Figure 1: Please give more detailed information on the insecurities. On my print out I only see one fat 

curve. Possibly the authors provide this information by delineating the ups and downs (insecurities) in 

the curve of the graph itself. The same applies to Figure 2. 

 

We apologize for the unclear figure. Figure 1 shows annual means for both the early (blue) and 

late (red) adopters, both lines are close to each other and more or less parallel. Figure 2 shows 

quarterly means for again early (blue) and late (red) adopters. We did not intend to show only 

one fat curve in either of the figures and have therefore made the lines in Figures 1 and 2 

thinner.  

 

Results 

Results are presented comprehensively in the text itself as well as in tables and figures. The research 

questions are answered satisfactorily and credibly. 

 

Interpretations and conclusions 

The conclusions are drawn from and focused on the results. The discussion encompasses in detail 

eventualities, confounding, promoting and inhibiting factors. 

 

When addressing policy makers the authors should state their conclusions explicitly. Since the findings 

show that long-lasting value-based payment programs/financial incentive programs do not reduce the 

mortality of patients over 65 years, why not address directly the question of actually ending these 

programs? Even if quality and cost effectiveness of pay-for-performance programs was proven 

scientifically, these programs need to show that they reach the first target, improving health outcomes 

for patients. If health outcome is not improved, they should be judged useless. 

 

The reviewer brings up an important point.  We agree that VBP, as currently structured, is not 

living up to the promise advocates originally envisioned.  Given its cost, policy makers in the US 

should do one of two things: revise the current program or potentially even stop it.  Given major 

efforts to shift more and more payments towards a value-based framework, it is more likely that 

the program will be retooled rather than completely stopped.  There are a few ways that this 

may be done. First, the program should consider increasing the incentives at play.  Currently, 

the small amount of money at stake is arguably not enough to really shift the way hospitals are 

currently doing business.  Second, policy makers should focus on a few measures that matter 

most to patients.  Mortality, patient experience and functional status are important ones.  The 

current structure includes numerous measures that are difficult to track and measure by 

hospital leaders, and therefore, hard to improve.  We have now added this paragraph in the 

Conclusion section.   

 

References 

References are up to date. No obvious omissions are found. 

 

Abstract, key messages 

The abstract reflects briefly what the paper entails. 
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One additional sentence would be helpful for the reader, on the design of the study, the setting, the 

participants and on data on outcome measures, especially on the clinical process scores respectively. 

Since the percentages, given in the results section of the abstract, are not informative they could be 

omitted. 
 

We have updated the abstract accordingly and added the following sentence: “This 

observational study among 1189 hospitals in the United States estimates the differences in trends 

across early and late adopters resulting from financial incentives, in terms of quality of clinical 

processes and mortality using matching and segmented linear regression models.” We have also 

partially removed the detailed information in the results section of the abstract and added that 

the participants were aged 65 years and older. 

 

Additional Questions: 

Please enter your name: Eva Rasky 

Job Title: ao. Prof. 

Institution: Institute of Social Medicine and Epidemiology, Medical University of Graz 

 

Reviewer: 2 

Recommendation: 

Comments: 

Dear editor! 

Dear authors! 

 

The Impact of Financial Incentives on Early and Late Adopters among U.S. Hospitals: Observational 

Study 

 

The study to be reviewed is a very well written paper. It covers different aspects of financial incentives 

to improve the case of patients 65 years old and older. It compared two groups of hospitals (early and 

late adopters of these programs) over a long time period. To find differences in improvement. 

 

The study found no improvement in the 30 day mortality or process measures. The statistical methods 

used are comprehensible and seem to be adequate. Not being a statistical native you could have a 

statistician to look over it if any doubt exists about the methods used. This paper is important not only 

for health policy makers but also for leaders of hospitals and for every person working in a hospital 

(e.g. medical doctors, nurses). 

 

Thank you for your thoughtful review and comments.  

 

I think the authors could still make their point if they would shorten their article. This even could 

improve their paper and it is likely that more people would read it. 

 

Thank you for bringing up this issue.  We have shortened the article where possible. However, in 

order to adequately respond to the comments of the editors and other reviewers, this did not 

result in a reduction of the overall length of this manuscript.  We are currently under the word 

limit for original research articles and are happy to reassess and cut the length of the 

manuscript further if requested by the Editors.  
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Of the four papers cited in the literature, which shed doubt on the benefit of financial incentives to 

improve quality of care for the patients, two were authored by the corresponding author of this article 

to be reviewed. Although common, this is a point to be criticized. 

 

Thank you for raising this issue. Currently, the statement about the limited effects of financial 

incentives on process measures is sufficiently supported by the other cited studies from Ryan et 

al and Werner et al. In addition, there was another recent study by Ryan et al. that showed 

again the limited effects of national pay for performance programs in the US (Ryan et al., 2017), 

which we now have added to manuscript. We have now omitted one of the articles by the 

corresponding author (Jha et al. The effect of financial incentives on hospitals that serve poor 

patients) but left the other one in since it offers important information relevant to this 

manuscript. However, if requested by the editor, we are willing to remove this source as well. 

 

Marion Luschin-Ebengreuth 

Additional Questions: 

Please enter your name: Marion Luschin-Ebengreuth PhD, PhD, MPH 

Job Title: Senior Scientist 

Institution: Medical University Graz 

 

Reviewer: 3 

Recommendation: 

Comments: 

This manuscript evaluates whether hospitals that participated in the HQID (early adopters) had better 

long term outcomes than matched hospitals that did not participate in the HQID. The authors find no 

evidence that hospitals in the HQID performed better than matched hospitals. 

 

The analysis is well-executed. The writing is clear. The display of the study results is very good. I 

believe the authors’ conclusion that hospitals in the HQID did not experience greater long term 

improvement in performance (notwithstanding my disagreement about how to interpret trends in 

clinical process performance). However, I think that the significance and implications of the analysis 

are quite limited for several reasons: 

 

Thank you for reviewing our work.  Below, we hope that we have adequately addressed your 

concerns and comments about this study.   

 

1) The effects of the the Premier Demo are already well understood. We know from other research 

that Premier did not improve mortality 

( https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19674427, http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMsa111

2351) and that clinical process improvement attenuated over time 

(http://content.healthaffairs.org/content/31/4/797.full , https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/2082003

9). This paper extends these analyses a few additional years and finds the same results. My main on 

concern with this paper is that, given previous research, it’s not clear why we would expect the 

program to have an impact over the longer term. The authors argue that it might take even more time 

for the effects of incentives to affect outcomes. However, evidence from the HRRP suggests that 

incentives can drive outcome improvement over a relatively short period. Also, it is not terribly 

realistic that Premier hospitals, in response to modest incentives in both the HQID (targeted almost 

exclusively at process performance) and HVBP, have been striving to improve outcomes for a decade. 

On these grounds, I have a very strong prior that that the longer term impact of incentives on HQID 
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hospitals is null. This limits the significance of the investigation. 

 

We agree with the reviewer that the effects of the Premier HQID have already been studied, as 

we also cited in the introduction: “Previous evaluations of the HQID and VBP showed very 

modest to limited impact on process measures but no improvements in patient outcomes.” One 

of the four suggested sources was not yet in our paper (Ryan, 2009) which is an important 

addition, identifying that previous evaluations showed no improvements in cost reduction. We 

have added this reference. 

 

We believe our work is an important addition to earlier studies for several reasons.  First, as the 

US and other countries continue to experiment with P4P programs, advocates believe that it will 

take time to see benefits in the outcomes.  We find that up to a decade out, there are no such 

benefits.  While we agree that it would be reasonable to have a strong prior that these findings 

might be null, it is also possible to have a prior (as many advocates do) that the benefits will 

emerge over time.  We believe this is important new information that should make policymakers 

skeptical that just waiting longer will allow the benefits of this type of P4P program to emerge.   

 

2) I am looking for some stronger motivation to understand the patterns of change expected from early 

adopters. The analysis compares trends in performance during period from the end of the HQID (Q4 

2009 - Q3 2011) with the post HVBP period. Is the early adopter-theory that hospitals would have 

endeavoured to improve performance during the HQID, attenuated this pursuit after the HQID ended, 

and then re-engaged with QI once HVBP started? My view of the early-adopter theory is that these 

hospitals would have gotten good at improving quality under the HQID and continued to improve over 

time (even in the interval without incentives). Under this theory, early adopters would in fact have 

improved more under the HQID, continued improving in the interval before HVBP, and sustained this 

improvement once HVBP was implemented. But, these effects could not be detected by comparing 

performance trends immediately before and after HVBP. 

 

Thank you for bringing up this important point. We agree with the reviewer that this theory is 

entirely possible. However, as shown in Table 2 and Table 3, at no point during the analysis were 

early adopters outperforming late adopters in terms of rate of improvement over time.  For 

mortality, there were no differences in rate of improvement during any of the 3 periods we 

examined.  Even in processes, though the early adopters had higher score level to begin with, the 

rate of improvement was not better than the late adopters (and in fact slightly worse during time 

1 and time 2 periods).  Our differences-in-differences in trends confirms that late adopters 

overall had similar change of improvement than early adopters when examining changes of 

either processes or morality.   

 

3) Understanding differences in the profile of early versus late adopting hospitals has some, but not 

great, significance. The major value-based payment initiatives (HVBP, HRRP, HACRP) are 

mandatory. Adoption occurs simultaneously for all PPS hospitals. This limits the significance of 

studying early versus late adopters. While programs like ACOs and bundled payment initiatives have 

a voluntary 

 

We agree with the reviewer that there are important differences in examining programs that are 

mandatory versus those that are voluntary.  Voluntary programs, of course, have the problem of 

self-selection whereas mandatory programs do not suffer from the same limitation.  We agree 

that in the HVBP period, all the PPS hospitals adopted financial incentives (because it was 
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mandatory).  Studying this program for long-term effects has two benefits:  first, it is the only 

large-scale program for which we have long-term data.  And we have a group of hospitals that 

were mostly under these incentives for more than a decade – along with a group of matched 

controls that were not.  We think this represents important evidence for policymakers.  

 

Minor comments 

 

The matching technique is interesting. However, it’s unclear whether the authors matched on baseline 

outcomes in addition to hospital characteristics. In the methods, the authors write: 

“This matching method, like other matching methods, prunes observations from the 

data such that the remaining data have better balance between the treated and control groups for 

observed hospital characteristics: size, region, ownership, teaching status, location, presence of a 

medical intensive care unit (ICU), and safety net status (defined as the top 25% of hospitals with the 

largest disproportionate share index).” In the appendix they write: “After applying Coarsened Exact 

Matching using hospital characteristics and tertiles of the clinical process score baseline level…” 

 

We apologize if the details of the matching technique were not clear. We indeed matched on 

baseline outcomes in addition to hospital characteristics. We actually had already originally 

mentioned this in the method section where we had the sentence that the reader points out fully 

reads:  “This matching method, like other matching methods, prunes observations from the data 

such that the remaining data have better balance between the treated and control groups for the 

baseline of the studied outcome and for observed hospital characteristics: size, region, 

ownership, teaching status, location, presence of a medical intensive care unit (ICU), and safety 

net status (defined as the top 25% of hospitals with the largest disproportionate share index).”  

We hope that this is clearer now.   

 

Comparing trends in clinical process between the HQID and non-HQID hospitals is problematic 

because the clinical process measures are topcoded. Table 2 shows consistently higher improvement 

trends for the late adopters. Do the authors interpret this finding as resulting from late adopters 

performing better, or as an artifact of measurement? 

 

This is an important question and of course, we cannot be sure.  We agree with the reviewer that 

it is possible that this represents top-coding as most hospitals are reaching their asymptote.  In 

fact, Werner and colleagues showed some evidence of this in their 2011 Health Affairs paper.  

We now make this point as a major limitation and offer this reference in the revised manuscript.   

 

The following is mentioned as a limitation: “Finally, given studies that suggest that 

people tend to discount future gains when the delay in receiving the benefit increases, it is possible 

that having to wait until the end of the year to receive bonuses or penalties might have reduced the 

impact.” Penalties in the HRRP apply to payments that occur more than a year later do not seem to 

have reduced hospital responsiveness to the program. 

 

Thank you for bringing up this point. We agree and have therefore added this to the Discussion 

section of the manuscript.  

 

Additional Questions: 

Please enter your name: Andrew Ryan 

Job Title: Associate Professor 
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Institution: University of Michigan 

 

Reviewer: 4 

 

This paper is a good follow-up study to the authors' 2016 research paper in the BMJ. The objective is 

clear, the methodology is sound, the write-up is crisp, and the findings are interesting. I recommend 

that this paper be accepted for publication. Authors, please correct a couple of grammatical errors 

towards the end of the paper, particularly pertaining to the use of "whom" versus "who." 

 

Thank you for reviewing our paper. We have proofed our paper and revised for grammatical 

errors. 

 

Additional Questions: 

Please enter your name: Rajesh Mirani 

Job Title: Asssociate Professor 

Institution: University of Baltimore 


